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Pre-introduction: The new unconventional distribution method of this material made the
following announcement necessary:

Along with this new distribution idea, RE-READING this content will come with many new
benefits to anyone who had a need for this information in the first place, here's why:

As new sponsors come on, content will evolve and information will be updated to bring
you the best current tips, shortcuts, moneymakers and more....

But

There's a lot here, reading it over will sink in, insuring that you make even more money
and the better you will fare on the next deal.

But

Also look for "Easter Eggs", special promotions, contests and free swag!

Introduction

Getting the Most for Your Valuables in
Tough Times.
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by

WALT KOLENDA aka AUCTIONWALLY

FREE on Top of FREE!

Feel free to give this book away, you are even allowed FREE RE-SELL rights with the
following condition: You many not alter it in any way.

That's right, you may take this eBook and sell it anywhere you please, for any price you
want, but you may NOT change anything in it.

Get links to your website placed in this eBook!

Want your ad in a viral marketing campaign for a low price? I will place in this eBook,
two links to your website for a very reasonable sponsorship fee.

One link will be a relevant anchor text link, and one link will go in the valuable
resources section at the end, with a description of your website. Who knows how many
thousands of times your links will be seen?

Not everyone's website will be approved, you must have a website I consider to be
valuable to my readership.

On with the show....

First: I realize that everyone has different ways of doing things, but to begin with, please
use my methods instead of old comfortable habits you may have, even if those habits
work for you. You can always go back to them or tweak them later, but you paid me to
be the expert here so make full use of your money for now. Humor me.

Second: I'd be the first to tell you that no one can use everything in this book all the
time. Try to read it in order as much as possible, but take what you need at the time and
put the rest aside until it becomes important, but be sure to read Chapter 5 on
Negotiation.

Third: even if at first you only read the topics that relate directly to your needs, take
some time in the near future to quickly skim the other sections for valuable material that
can be cross-referenced to suit different needs.

4th: take a look at your immediate situation and determine definite needs and what
changes are prudent to make for those needs. For example, any short cut that works is
worth learning and using. You'll notice that to the left, I spelled out First, Second, and
Third, then seemed to realize that I could get by just as easily with the abbreviation of
4th written numerically.

It's not the prettiest formatting, but it's easy to understand, and as this is information
text, there's no real reason for the time and effort to change the first three spelled out
entries, so I've left them, and continue to use the newly abbreviated format.

That little exercise was about change.

5th: Speaking of change, get accustomed to it. It's great when change is the cheaper
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option to use, but throughout the book I'll be talking about changes that can leverage
and dramatically multiply the dollars and percentages of offers you receive for your
items.

Excuse the mini-lecture on change, but it's often resisted and I felt it prudent to
demonstrate it's potential simplicity and payoff on a small scale in order to more have
you more willingly follow me on paths slightly more complicated, but have much bigger
payoffs.

There's a useful resources section at the end of the book with links to websites
and tools.

Time is money, so without further adeiu, let's learn how to get the best money for your
valuables now.

And thank you for taking a look at my eBook, I hope there's a lot here you can use.

Walt Kolenda

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CHAPTER 1 - Consigning to Auction Houses

Live Auctions

One of the best and quickest ways to get very good money for your items is via live
auctions, so we'll begin with that. A relationship with a good auction house is a great
thing to have.

If you have items that are right for a live auction, there is no better place to sell them.

What determines which are the right items is up to you, but before consigning anything
to an auction, ask yourself if there's a bit of a gambler in you. If the answer is absolutely
not, the auction method may not be best for you.

That said, you should still read this chapter thoroughly as auctions are the most
important and established way of selling antiques and collectibles. It will pay to know the
ins an outs of the auction process, no matter how you plan to sell your valuables,
because it will give you a better understanding of the antiques market.

Here's what to do if you do want to sell at auction and need to get paid quick.

Do your homework. To some degree you should know what you have and which auction
house it should go to. If you're not sure exactly what your items are, it would pay to do
a bit of research or you'll just have to do your best describing what you have to someone
on the phone.

If you need more help on how to find an auctioneer in your area, there are resources
posted at the end of this chapter.

Make sure to call ahead to find out commission fees and what types of things the auction
is running on the date you want to sell your items. Expect to pay a 20 -30% commission
fee on sold lots.

Most auction houses pay within 14 business days although some can be coaxed
into paying faster. Some auction houses will even advance you money against
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your items if you have antiques of high enough quality.

If at all possible try to talk to the auctioneer directly on the phone, an auction is one of
those businesses of which the hired help cannot often answer detailed questions.

The first thing the auctioneer will want to know is what you have. After you provide this
information ask what they have featured in their next available sale. You don't want to
run high end antiques if it's a closeout auction, and vice versa.

Going "off topic" in lot type can be done at an auction, but it's not the optimal choice, do
that only if you have to.

If the auctioneer has space in his auction, he will likely take any type of lot on
consignment, except junk, since he works on commission it cannot be a loss to him, but
it can be to you. Remember the gambling I mentioned up front, this is part of it. Try to
have the right things in the right auction whenever possible.

Don't expect an auctioneer to be very willing to place "reserves" on your items, they
usually never work and most often result in unsold lots. There are rare exceptions, but
trust me they are far and few between.

The better an item is the more likely it will sell well and the less need for a reserve to be
placed on it. If you do insist on a reserve on some of your items, it's not uncommon for
the auctioneer to charge a handling fee for unsold lots that you demanded a reserve be
place on.

It's also likely that the auctioneer will just outright refuse those lots, reserves are very
unpopular with auction crowds and thus with auctioneers.

Keep in mind that you're likely to save on commission fees if you're able to bring the
items to the auction house yourself.

It would be best to ask about this after you get the commission rate quote to
make sure you get a break if there's one to be had. Another good reason for
bringing in your own items, is because you can get a first -hand view of the operation.

Once you've decided on an auction house and agreed to its terms, the next step will be
the intake process.

Whether the items are picked up at your home, or you bring them to the auction house,
the principles and goals of the intake process are the same. Simply stated, it involves a
contract agreement and a somewhat detailed and accurate inventory sheet if you're
consigning many items, but a very detailed and accurate accounting if you're only
consigning a few items.

The intake process is the one place where you don't want to make a mistake in
consigning to an auction house.

You'll need to not only make sure that you get an inventory sheet, but you really need
to know what that sheet should include. Your signature should be required. This
is not one of those times where you don't read the entire agreement as we tend to do
with other contracts. You need to know what that auctioneer or manager has entered
here. This is one of the most important steps in consigning valuables to an auction, and
the one most likely to cause problems if not done correctly.

Understanding the intake process and the inventory sheet.



An auction house is generally a very busy place, when they get large lots of items they
will tend to inventory things in groups such as:

5 boxes of China, collection of old photos, bottle collection etc. Let's say that in one of
the boxes of china is a Meissen figurine and 10 Flow Blue plates.

These are pretty important, high value pieces. Your job is to make sure that those items
get entered on the sheet individually so there can be an accurate accounting of the
important things at the end of the auction.

By the same token, after the auction is over, your final receipts will likely be somewhat
different from the intake sheet. IE: On the intake sheet you may have had 5 boxes of
china, and on the final tally for those boxes of china, they may be indicated as "tray lot
#1" "tray lot #2" and so on.

So know that it's impossible for any auction house to do a spot-on inventory of every
piece in large lots, but expect to have the most valuable things accounted for.

You should expect a coherent enough system to show that you've been paid for all of
your items. One more thing, if you know the terminology of an important item, IE: you
have "Baccarat crystal chandelier" and the auctioneer enters it as a "hanging lamp" ask
to have it properly noted. ( Obviously a red flag should go up if your auctioneer can't
recognize high-quality items.)

I can't emphasize enough how much a proper inventory sheet can save you trouble
later. I can almost guarantee that a sloppy inventory sheet will result in you
not getting paid for part of your consignment!

Ask questions

Ask as many questions as you have, especially about how your items will be grouped
together. If an auctioneer says that all of your valuable antique paperweights will be sold
as a lot, this could be a sign of trouble.

Why would he group valuable items that should be sold individually? By the same token,
if he is promising to sell your collection of inexpensive Avon bottles individually, maybe
this is not as high a quality of an auction house as you thought.

By asking questions you demonstrate some knowledge of the process, which should help
to assure your lots get the attention they deserve.

Believe me, an auctioneer can handle a few questions, he is responsible for selling
200-400 lots a night to a crowd of people, that's a lot of pressure. He should be able to
handle a few questions from a concerned consignor.

Don't expect a lot of patience if your lot is of low quality. The better the items, the more
attention they get, the more time you get, that's just the nature of the business.

Prime time

One of the most important things for the successful sale of a valuable item at an auction
is that it go up on the block at a good time. If your collection of Roseville vases goes up
at the end of the auction, you'll lose a lot of money.

Prime time is the first third of the auction, so ask when you can expect some of better
items to hit the block.



Here are some auction stats that will help you understand the value of prime time on the
auction block.

1. In the first third of the auction, the average auction house brings in 70% of the
total dollar amount.

2. In the next third, the average house will bring in another 20% of what's left in
dollar amount.

3. The last third of the auction will bring in 10% of the total dollar amount. Which
third do you want your best items in? Right.

A good auction will coordinate lots so that each consignor's valuable items gets a fair
rotation, but don't expect any particular order or treatment on lower end lots.

It's always a good idea to mention that you plan to attend the auction or that a friend
may attend. You don't want to make it sound like your checking up on them, (even
though you are), rather say something like, "Oh you have some interesting things in the
sale, I think I'll stop in". That simple statement will get you about 10% more
money for your lots in most auction houses.

More due diligence. If you're consigning very valuable items and you're not familiar
with the auction house, check with the state licensing board to see if that auctioneer has
any claims against his license or bond (almost every state requires an auctioneer to be
licensed and bonded. Connecticut and New York do not as of the time of writing this
book).

Going the extra mile

There is a lot you can do to help your consignment lot along before it reaches the
auction block. If you have a website or a blog you can post the details there and in
emails. You can let friends and relatives know and ask them to mention it online or to
others they know that might have an interest in the types of items you've consigned.
You can visit shops and stores that sell the kinds of items you have and let them know of
your items in the upcoming auction.

If you're thinking of consigning medium range items on an ongoing basis to a small local
auction house, it's likely you may be able to help "run" your own lots if this interests
you.

Running your own lots means that you are the person that takes the item up to the
auction block and holds it up in front of the crowd as the auctioneer sells it.

I recommend doing this if it's a good fit for you. There are a lot of bonuses in having
some amount of control in the running of your lots.

Believe it or not, some local country auctions will allow or even encourage the lot owners
to help out with this process. It's a great way to learn the nuts and bolts of the business
and will make your consignments more profitable at the same time.

Some of these auction houses even pay consignors the same night right after
the auction, especially if they are loyal consignors or dealers that rely on
turnaround cash!

One last thing. Never bid on your own lots. If the auctioneer finds out, they may stop
the sale of your lots as it's against the law. No smart auctioneer wants to risk the loss of
license or reputation for the sake of a few dollars.

If you've done your homework and you have what you think you have, your lots will
bring fair market value and will likely do better at a live auction than anywhere else, at



least if your looking for quick cash.

Good luck and try to attend the auction your consigning to if at all possible.

Summary List:
• Research auction houses and their upcoming auctions.
• Talk with auctioneer, find out auction and payment policy.
• After settling on an auction house review the contract.
• Carefully review the intake process.
• Let the auctioneer know you plan to attend the auction or have an agent attend.
• Go the extra mile by helping to promote your lots via whatever methods

possible.

What to expect when it's over:

That all of your items will be sold.
15-20% of your items will sell high if you consign multiple lots.
15-20% of your items will sell low if you consign multiple lots.
The rest will sell right in the middle, on average. Now where else can you sell 100% of
what you have this fast?
You'll be paid promptly and the check will be good.
You'll have learned a valuable process which may come in very useful in the future.

Online Resources

Search for auctioneers in your area by zip code at www.auctionzip.com This is the
largest known directory of auctions, it's free and easy to use.

See over 600 of my self-written appraisals and articles at www.auctionwally.com

Listen to The Auctionwally Show

C'mon if you've read this far, you know the information is valuable:.... Click here to
find out how to get in on this incredible deal!

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CHAPTER 2 SELLING TO DEALERS
As with any market, there are always people willing to pay instant cash for good quality
items that will sell quick. If you choose to go this route, here's what you can expect.

Expect Less Money

Usually, out of all of the other ways to sell your items, selling to dealers will bring the
lowest amount for your items, but it's one of the fastest methods. If getting quick cash is
more important than getting top dollar then this is the chapter for you.

Obviously, since the dealer/re-seller is in business to make a profit, they are going to
offer less than fair market value. In many cases much less. It's not that they are greedy
cheats, as is often the public perception, it's really the fact that the collectibles market is
very speculative.
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That said, there are ways to make sure you get the best "fast" money from a dealer
that's possible, that's what I'll be teaching you about here.

There are many variables in the marketplace which keep dealers very conservative in
their purchase offers. Some considerations are:

• The length of time your item may take to sell
• How much of the lot is damaged
• Rarity
• How much of what you have is already in that seller's inventory (or similar

items)
• Which auction houses they're consigning to that week.
• Whether or not they have a show, flea market or event coming up in which they

can especially use your items
• If they have a collector or someone else they can market the item to
• What season is it? Generally Spring through Summer is the best time for dealers

to sell their items.
• If they want only part of what you have to offer or all of the lot

All of these factors come into play when it comes time to negotiate. So the more
educated you are, the better off you'll be.&nbsp;

Know What You Have

Let's move on to the "factors" I mentioned earlier and how they affect what kind of
dealer or reseller you're going to approach. One of the recurring statements I'll make in
this book is that as much as possible, know what you have.

The more you know, the more you'll get for what you have. Maybe you don't know the
difference between an early Maxfield Parrish print and a reproduction, but you can find
out. One of the ways to do this is to authenticate what you have.

All too often people get an authentication mixed up with an appraisal. An appraisal
entails a lot more work, detail, time and thus expense. But an authentication by an
expert in the field should be easy and quick.

I will often do authentications for friends and fellow dealers for free and many of them
return the favor when needed. Since there is a big difference between the two, don't
waste time and money on an appraisal if you really only need an authentication.

Since I'm always throwing the dice, so to speak, by auctioning most of what I sell, I'm
only concerned with authenticity. Once I'm sure of that, I'll find out what it's worth when
I sell it.
However, if your think you have a high ticket item and want to know what it's worth in
retail dollars in order to know what a fair wholesale offer is, then by all means get an
appraisal.

How Dealers Determine Their Offers

If you're seriously considering the idea behind this chapter you'll benefit from a rough
idea of what you can expect to be offered for what you have. You need to know what
percentage of retail dealers expect to pay.

Be prepared to be offered 25-50% of the retail value of your item at the most, and that's
if an item is a good seller.
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Swallow hard and realize that dealers will offer 10-30% of retail when buying in volume
such as a basement full or when making offers on less desirable items. Before you panic,
breathe deep and remember my pledge to help get you the best money possible quick.

Selling wholesale is quick and here in this chapter I'm demonstrating how to get the
higher end of the wholesale price, but it's still going to be the wholesale price.

In an upcoming chapter I'll be advising how to get the best retail price possible if you
decide to go that route. But beware, selling retail has its rubs too, the worse one being
that it can take a long time to sell. The retail chapter is there for those that don't have
the stomach for the auction method or selling wholesale.

Know Your Prospect:

Try to find what your prospect's weakness is. Do they like old ball cards, furniture? Are
they passionate about antique toys? Most classified ads from people looking to buy, state
that "they buy almost anything", but every dealer has favorites and if you have some of
those in your offering, you have leverage.

Appointments

Be prepared to set up appointments with at least twice as many dealers as you think you
need to sell to, which means at minimum, you need two. Having more than one prospect
will not only give you a back-up, but it will give you the confidence to hold your ground
at a better offer knowing you have other options if the deal on the table doesn't do it for
you.

I recommend trying to set up 3 or 4 possibilities for each sale. That said, make sure to
do so in a way where additional appointments are only carried out if the previous deal
falls through. Please have the courtesy to give ample cancellation time to your backup
prospects if you have success with your first appointment.

How to Find Wholesale Dealers

"Wanted to buy" ads are a great way to find dealers and are found in the classified
sections of the small weeklies, daily papers, antique and collectible trade papers, and all
the online versions of these such as Craigslist, Kijiji, etc.

Almost any antique dealer buys from the public so it can pay to scout local shops,
antique shows, flea markets, bulletin boards, swap meets, etc. I recommend this method
if it's at all possible because you can see first hand what the seller's specialty is and get
an idea of their pricing structure and markup.

My favorite place to find good dealers is at a local auction. You can see what people are
buying, then approach them when the auction is over. NEVER try to make an
appointment while the auction is in progress.

What to tell them on the Phone

Be honest about what you have, but don't come across as a know-it-all. Dealers and
resellers are often scared off by "experts" and feel that they won't be able to get a good
buy from one. Also, if you demonstrate too much knowledge you give the items the
persona of being well marketed.

Dealers love "fresh-to-market" antiques and dislike items that have been shopped
around quite a bit. Fresh sells, stale smells.



When at all possible, don't give a price on the phone. Instead, try enticement but let
them know you are serious about selling and not just looking for a free appraisal. No one
likes to have time and gas wasted when there was never really a chance of closing a
deal. By the same token, don't allow yourself to be pressured into unreasonable terms.

Other Tips

Some dealers love to come to homes, some prefer to have the item brought to them.
Use whichever method you're comfortable with. Always have an ID, be prepared to give
a receipt and possibly sign an affidavit stating that you are the rightful owner of the
property.

State your payment terms up front. If you will take cash only, let it be known. The more
flexible you are, the better you could do. If someone comes to your home, get an ID
from them if they are writing a check.

If an offer on your lot is fair, take it. Time is money. Gas is more money. Telling a dealer
you'll "let them know" or will call them back is widely considered to be a "no-deal". And
if you do call back after shopping around for prices, expect a lower offer the second
time.

If you plan to shop around for prices no matter what you get for an offer, let that be
known up front, but don't be surprised at the lack of interest.

Don't try to oversell what you have, if you know you have a lot of mediocre collectibles,
trying to bait someone by leading them to believe you have a houseful of primo antiques
is not going to help you. Dealers know what they are looking at. You can put lipstick on a
pig, but would you want to kiss it?

If you've given good information and have items worth selling, dealers will be happy to
make an appointment. It's a very competitive business and since us antiquers can't
order our stock from a manufacturer, we are very eager to see fresh lots and make new
buying contacts.

It's also a good idea to scan my articles at http://www.auctionwally.com/ and the search
box at the top of the page, You can search within my site for exactly the information you
need.
One last thing: Never consider an offer any dealer makes, to be an appraisal of your
item. An appraisal and an offer are completely different.

Summary:

• Expect below market value when selling to a dealer.
• Know the difference between an authentication and an appraisal to determine

which you need, if either.
• Know what a fair percentage of retail a dealer should be offering.
• Learn what the dealer you want to do business with specializes in.
• Set up backup appointments.
• Offer only important information on the phone, use enticement, be honest about

what you have if you know.
• If an offer is fair, take it.
• Protect yourself by getting an ID if you take checks

Sponsor uncounted downloads of this eBook for
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only $25!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CHAPTER 3 - SELLING ONLINE

I've been selling on eBayfor 10 years at the time of this book's publication and I can tell
you without a doubt it's a great way to go for selling your valuable antiques and
collectibles. This however, is not a book on "how to do eBay".

Therefore, I'm going to assume you are already up and running on eBay or have the
ability to do so. What this chapter will deal with are the techniques necessary to get the
best money for your items on eBay and other Internet methods.

EBAY

To understand how to get the best money quickly for your valuables online we'll pick
apart eBay first. After all, it is the #1 online venue for selling antiques and collectibles.
Why? To fully understand the answer to that question we have to look at what went on
in the antiques world before eBay.

Here's a typical scenario, one I myself have been in many times as a "picker". An
antique picker is the person at the beginning of the antiques food chain. I'll use myself
as an example.

Let's say I'm at a yard sale and purchase a great Gustav Stickley chair for $50.00. Being
a picker, I need to sell the chair right away because I need to live off of the profit and
also need to reinvest into more stock. Now I know, that at the top of the chain there is
a buyer for that chair for $2,500.00, but would never likely rub elbows with that buyer in
a million years, and remember, I need the money yesterday.

After a few days of driving around and making phone calls trying to get a mere $500.00
for the chair which I know someone out there is willing to pay $2,500.00 for, I end up
selling it in frustration to another dealer for $200.00.

That dealer may sell it quick as I did for short money also. This would go on until the
chair reached the person who wanted to keep it for themselves - the retail buyer, the
one who is willing to pay the highest price.

In the old days before computers, the above scenario was the common way of doing
things. Most valuable antiques would bounce from dealer to dealer, inching up in price
until it reached the end buyer.

Now, with eBay and other online venues, it's much easier for the person holding the
items in the first place to eliminate many if not all of the middle men, fast, easily and
with very little overhead. That's eBay has been such a large success.

It provides for the needs of the first seller and the end buyer in an extremely efficient,
inexpensive manner with competitive bidding. Everyone wins. It's nothing more than the
power of the auction method brought right to your home.

This is why millions of people are using it. This is also why every time eBay veers off
track and tries to be something other than an auction venue, it runs into problems.

Using the proper techniques, antiques and collectibles will sell very well on eBay. Many
times you can get the highest price possible on eBay.
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Think about it for one minute: By using the correct techniques on eBay, you stand just
as good of a chance of getting top dollar for your valuables as would a major auction
house! That's a lot of power.

Why do some people do well on eBay while others flop? It has less to do with
complicated market knowledge than common sense.

It has nothing to do with flashy web templates and everything to do with constructing a
properly worded title and description.

I'm going to follow with principles of eBay selling that will apply no matter what new
rules and changes of details eBay trots out next year, next month or tomorrow (if you're
not aware yet, eBay is famous for it's vast amount of change).

Your Ebay/Auction Listing

Your auction title: You're allowed 55 characters in the eBay title bar, it is THE most
important piece of real estate on eBay. What you have and entering the right keywords
can make all the difference in the world.

Don't think like a seller when constructing your title, think like a buyer. What words
would you type into the search box if you're looking for a 1968 Nolan Ryan rookie card?
Most likely, people looking for this item would enter the following keywords - NOLAN
RYAN ROOKIE, 1968 TOPPS BASEBALL CARD, FIRST YEAR PITCHER, CALIFORNIA
ANGELS.

Well then why the heck do so many sellers fill this valuable title space with junk word
phrases like this: "Nolan Ryan Rookie Card Beautiful Condition, Look! Great Deal!" No
one is entering "beautiful", "look", "great deal" into the search box. That's old school
hype. Maybe it worked at one time, but not now.

I've mentioned many times so far to "know what you have" when at all possible. How
can you put the right keywords in the title if you don't know what your item is commonly
referred to?

You many enter "48x36 old oak desk" and get $150.00 or for your desk on eBay. If that
desk is actually known in the antiques world as a "Gustave Stickley Mission Oak Library
Table", you've lost thousands of dollars.

This is the key reason some make millions in the antique business, they educate
themselves. Pat yourself on the back, your doing that here, and by doing so your
assuring that you'll get the best $ possible for your items.

Next, you'll want to be sure to enter your item in the right category. If you've got a high
end item that fits well in two categories, I'd use both of them. The fee for this doubles,
but that's pennies compared to the exposure value it will add to your listing. For double
category listings, you only pay a double listing fee, but the eBay commission fee doesn't
double, it stays the same, so it's worth the extra pittance.

Images and Description - I like to take good, clear, well lit pictures form every angle.
If it's an early piece of glass or pottery, the buyer will usually want to see the bottom
even if the item isn't signed.

Antiques offer many clues when you turn them over. Enter an accurate well-written,
easy to understand description. You have a lot of space here, so say what you need to
about the item. Enter the history if you know it, definitely its size and details about its



condition. You'll also get a better response if you have a reasonable, easy to understand
shipping and return policy.

In the actual eBay listing page, the place to enter your description comes before the
place to enter pictures, but I find if you upload the pictures first, it's a little easier to
write your description as you reference the pics.

You don't want to get too carried way in your listing description, but know that all of the
words you enter into it can come up in a Google search as well as an eBay search, so the
more relevant keywords you enter, the more exposure your item will get.

If you're not already using the free eBay listing software from Auctiva.com you should
be. Autiva is free and its by far the best bulk listing tool I've found out of all the one's
I've tried, including paid versions.

Consider this, eBay allows you one free picture with a listing, then 15 cents for each
additional pic. Auctiva lets you upload 24 pics for free! That's a savings of $3.45 on one
listing if you use all 24!

Auctiva also has a ton of other free features that are easy to use. I'm not a paid affiliate,
just a fan.

You have to decide which way you want to sell your item, at auction, fixed price or in a
store type of listing. I'm a gambler in one aspect, which means I like to auction nearly
every thing with a low starting bid and no reserve.

On the other hand I like a sure thing too, and by choosing this method I have nearly a
100% sell rate on hot items. With a fixed price or a store listing it's very likely that your
item will go unsold. Very few people like "retail" in the antiques/collectibles world, we
are a community of calculated risk takers.

We'll often over-pay for an item as we get caught up with auction fever, but we very
rarely even look at items in the fixed price or store category.

Make sure your policies are spelled out clear.

Payment options: It looks like this is going to be simplified on eBay as they have
recently announced they'll only be allowing sellers to accept electronic payments.

Shipping options are another factor to consider. I choose to sell only to US residents
right now. The reason for this is that for me, I'm just too busy to comply with
complications of shipping internationally. For someone who doesn't mind the extra
paperwork and effort, extra profits can be made by offering your items to the world.

There's been a lot of buzz about shipping policy scams on eBay. People are onto sellers
that sell valuable for 1cent and then charge an outrageous shipping fee. That said, be
careful to have an adequate shipping fee to cover your costs, but one that is fair to
bidders.

Other Ebay Tips

Now that we've covered the crucial steps to selling your antiques on eBay, here's a list of
tips to help you get more views, watchers and bids. They are in no particular order.

List in batches or themes if you can. If you have something interesting posted, people
will check the "see seller's other items" link. The cross reference value of listing in
batches is fantastic.

http://auctiva.com/


If you have a blog post your ebay auction there with a small article about it.

If the type of item you're selling has collector forums online, visit those forums and post
your auction, but add some value to the conversation, don't spam the board. The same
applies to any social networks you may be involved in.

Check your auction during the week to answer any questions that may arise. The scarcer
and older an item is, the more questions you're likely to get.

View similar listings for ideas. See how other people list the same type of item. Notice
how many bids it has. Note that it may be useful to look at the bid history and to search
for the items in the "completed auctions" section, just don't take everything as gospel.
Remember that different techniques work for different people, at different times.

End your auctions at the right time. The best time to end auctions of antiques and
collectibles is generally Sunday evening at 9pm EST.

Seven day auctions are best. Look at the calendar and make sure the end date doesn't
land on a busy holiday.

If you have time, participate int he eBay forums for your type of item.

Sites like Auctionbump.com, Powersellingmom.com are sites where you can post your
eBay item for extra exposure at no extra charge.

Bookmark and rate the auction with such online tools as StumbleUpon, Digg, etc.

Don't get nervous if your item doesn't get a lot of attention at first. Most bidding activity
on eBay comes in the last few hours of the auction, in fact, it can come in the last few
minutes!

Resist any approaches to sell your item before the auction ends. I've had many such
offers, and I find these offers usually come in for red hot items that do very well at
auction.
Many times people will contact you on an item claiming to want it to fill a gap in a
collection and for some other reason they can't wait until the auction ends.

Usually they are trying to get your item well below market value and are hoping an
inexperienced seller will sell it outright. If they really want the item they will bid on it,
eBay is first and foremost an auction venue, keep the process pure, it will produce great
results.

For larger items consider listing it by geographical location in order to minimize shipping
concern. Do not ship or turn over any item until it's been fully paid for and the check has
cleared your bank.

Lastly, let me say, that one of the best ways to sell more, make more profit, and expand
your business, is through a great source of ecommerce education.

Other Ways to Sell Online
There are a lot of other online ways to sell your antiques but eBay is the only online
auction where you're likely to get any results. Don't waste valuable time listing on other
online auctions unless you have lots of time to spare. There are many eBay competitors
that claim to be the next best thing. Check their listings - they are filled with auctions
that have no bids.

http://www.colderice.com/


That said, if eBay is not your thing, there are some online alternatives that are not
auctions that can provide results. One of these is "Craigslist.org", a free online classified
site that's easy to use and gets a lot of traffic. How big is it? It's so popular that eBay
purchased 28% of the company.

Watch out eBay, here comes Bonanzle!

Bonanzle.com is a great site that involves real-time chat to help you sell your items. You
set up a "booth" and set a price. It's no eBay, but sales and good connections are being
made here. Bonanzle is the fastest growing ecommerce site on the Web and at the time
of writing this, has just reached 100,000 users in 1 year! Wow. There are a lot of
reasons for this, but perhaps the best, is it's passionate, helpful and knowledgeable
peoplethat are willing to lend a hand helping others get started!

When checking out Bonanzle as a possible selling platform, you've got to consider giving
Live Auctions a try there. I've been doing these quite often on Bonanzle lately and they
are an amazing way to generate quick cash!

Another one is Google Base. Kind of like a cross between Craigslist and a blog page, in
fact, you can list your eBay items in Google Base to give them extra search engine
exposure.

Kijiji, an online competitor to Craigslist, works much the same way, but doesn't have a
fraction of the traffic that Craigslist does.

Your own blog or web page can be useful to sell your items. If your going to be selling
online on a regular basis, I recommend you get your own website up and running no
mater what other platforms you've decided to sell on. Remember to tag or label the item
correctly to get the maximum juice.

EveryplaceIsell.com - Again, this is a venue for people who plan to sell on an ongoing
basis. EveryplaceIsell.com is a directory which people can find you...Every place you sell.
It's free, neat, clean and easy to set up. It's run by the people who've brought us
AuctionBytes, the #1 online independent trade magazine.

As far as selling on one of these other sites goes, you'd apply much of the same basic
philosophy and tools when it comes description and pictures, but here are the main
differences.

• You can only add four pictures on Craigslist and Bonanzle.
• You're going to need an asking price and a bottom line to work with.
• "Best offer" can be used, but it doesn't get a good response rate.
• In most cases on Craigslist, the item will be picked up or delivered in person, so

get cash.
• Bonanzle offers shipping and in person pickup of items.
• Pay close attention to your email for the next few days. Generally speaking its

the fresh ads that get all the attention.
• Make sure your contact information is correct. I always put my phone number in

these ads. I don't buy into the hype that online sales are anymore dangerous
than any other types of sales. Of course, I take all of the proper precautions.

• If your meeting the buyer somewhere, please make sure it's in a public, well lit
place.

Use Your Local Newspaper

http://bonanzle.com/
http://learntosellonbonanzle.com
http://learntosellonbonanzle.com
http://www.bonanzle.com/booths/2803?item_sort_options%5Bcustom_category_id%5D=145166&item_sort_options%5Bcustom_category_term%5D=Online+Antiques+Appraisals%2C+eHelp+for+sellers%2C&item_sort_options%5Bper_page%5D=48
http://www.google.com/base
http://www.kijiji.com/
http://www.everyplaceisell.com/


Many local newspapers have online versions of their classified section. If you decide to
place your item in a local paper, be sure to ask to have it placed in their online section
as well if they have one.

Blogs and Podcasts

There's an up and coming medium online where you may also find its opportunities to
promote what you have. It's called a podcast or an online radio show.

I have one called "The Auction Wally Show" where I take calls as the show goes on live,
or I upload a prerecorded show. After the show is over, it's archived so it will be out
there forever. I'd recommend that anyone check out this new media source. There are
thousands of podcasts on every topic imaginable. Some are professional and polished.
Some are very raw and naive, but you can get valuable information from either.

Subscribe to Antique blogs and podcasts with a feedreader. If you're not sure what that
is, it's a very useful tool that brings custom content directly to your computer in an "as it
happens" format.

Let's say for example you're interested in reading a new appraisal on my site every time
it comes out, but you don't want to have to visit my site to check all the time. You'd
simply enter http://www.auctionwally.com/rss.xml into the feedreader of your choice,
and any time I publish a new appraisal it will show up in your feedreader instantly.

You can read the entire article right from there without having to visit my site. The
beauty is you can track hundreds of sites and just view the ones which look important
enough to read. I recommend Google's Reader, it's extremely easy to use.

There are things you'll want to do as soon as you get a reader installed. Enter your own
site where your item for sale is located, this will give it extra search engine exposure and
enter Auctionwally.com to get my fresh content.

I also have the Craigslist "Wanted to Buy" section for my local are entered into my
feedreader so I'll know as soon as someone lists a WTB add in my area.

Summary:

• eBay: Your title is the most important thing on eBay, think like a buyer when
entering a title, not like a seller.

• Enter a rich keyword description, list item condition in detail.
• Take clear pictures.
• Spell out your shipping, payment and return policies clearly.
• Know that eBay auctions get the best overall results.
• Blog about your items and visit forums.
• Other online selling methods, Craigslist, Kijiji, Bonanzle can be useful, take the

appropriate eBay advice and apply to those methods to each platform you use.
• Subscribe to blogs and podcasts in a feedreader.

Be part of something big for $25!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CHAPTER 4 - Real World Retail

http://www.auctionwally.com/
http://auctionwally.com/news/2009/9/16/important-ebook-now-free-selling-your-valuables.html


Real World Selling - Retail

I've named this the "Real World Retail" chapter for a couple of reasons. First, it mostly
refers to offline selling and 2ND, because the minute you try to get retail you'll be
brought around to reality very quick.

I'm not saying it can't be done, but the time and effort it takes to achieve a retail price is
often not worth it.

Unless you have the time to wait to get a retail price for your valuables, you'd be better
off to pick which of the first three chapter choices to aim for, skip the rest of this
chapter, and jump to Chapter 5 on Negotiations.

If you're still reading, here's best advice I have to market your valuables in a way that
will help you get a retail price.

Here are some guidelines:

• You must have availability to qualified buyers.
• Your product must have good demand and value to the pool of buyers available.
• You have to be able to present it in a way that reflects your knowledge of it, the

market and your client.
• You have to close the deal.

Finding qualified buyers comes first by contacting prospects, then asking the right
questions. Contacting can mean putting yourself in a retail market such as a large
antique show, estate sale a large flea market.

You can also make great contacts on some of the online social networks for antiques
dealers such as I Antique Online and The AuctionWally Network

Price your item a bit higher than what you'll settle for.

Entice people to your retail arena with compliments, small talk and a little bit of hawking
- you need to be engaging without being overwhelming.

There are many directories of the largest shows throughout the country. You'll need to
book at least up to a few weeks in advance. Think about gas and hotel space etc.

Other ways to find buyers are cold calling collectors, lawyers and investors. You should
know that there are a good many dealers who will try to pass themselves off as
collectors.

Mention to friends and use "word of mouth" as much as possible, you never know who is
likely to say "I have an aunt that collects oriental rugs". After your efforts you'll find a
few prospects and move ahead or you go back to chapters 1-3, or you decide to keep
your item.

Assuming that moving ahead is the choice and that you've found some folks interested
in your items, you need to have the following questions answered:

• Does the prospect have the ability to pay with cash or certified funds.
• Do they have the credibility to back up a check if they ask to write one? (IE a

local business person will usually never bounce a check)
• Can they take delivery when you need them to?

http://iantiqueonline.ning.com/
http://auctionwally.ning.com/


If they decide not to buy, ask more questions to learn what you can. Maybe they know
another good buyer for what you have.

Perhaps they can give you some additional insight on your item or the market status of
that item. Just because an item is not right for one dealer, doesn't mean it's not
marketable.

I'll often times look at collections and tell the people that the lot is not right for me, but
I'll give them advice on where and how to sell it. You've already got time and energy
into it, you might as well get what you can out of the meeting even if the sale itself falls
through.

Presentation and respect for the item can go a long way to build value for an item. If you
handle it with appropriate amount of reverence it's perceived to be worth more. If you
yank it around like an old ham bone, value perception will plummet. Selling is so much
common sense and psychology.

Asking for the sale, aka the 'Close'.

At some point you're going to have to ask for the sale and you'll need a smooth lead into
the close.

This is where I step out of the picture a bit and advise you to run through the process a
few times in your head. Make sure the lead into this process suits and reflects your style
and personality so that your comfortable with this part of the sale.

It's best if it's a simple request such as "I see that you like this Oak rocker. Will you give
me $150.00 for it so that you and your family can enjoy it in your home for many
years?"

Always try to place the prospect in the scenario of owning your item and the benefit it
will bring them as stated in the example sentence above in bold text.

People don't buy things for the sake of having things, they buy them for the benefits
those things will bring them, and they often buy on emotion. The asking itself is done
pretty much one way and that is putting forward the proposal that demands a yes or no
answer.

Anything else is dancing around the issue. Indecision and aversion are enemies of a
successful sale. The more comfortable you are with the lead-in that you've practiced, the
easier it will be.

I want to address one thing here that will be further covered in the following chapter but
I want you to remember it now. That is, when it comes time to ask for the sale, ask in a
yes or no, direct fashion and do not say anything, not one word, until you get an
answer. I'll explain why this is so important in the next chapter.

Summary:

• You have get exposure and interest in your items to the proper marketplace.
• Make sure your prospects are qualified buyers.
• Present your valuables in a dignified manner.
• Become comfortable with "asking for the sale".

Support innovation and go viral for $25

http://auctionwally.com/news/2009/9/16/important-ebook-now-free-selling-your-valuables.html


-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CHAPTER FIVE - NEGOTIATION

I've saved this chapter for last because it's the most important chapter in the book.

It's important to know how to negotiate many things besides price.

I've set up most of these scenarios between you and a "dealer", but in reality they can
all be used with collectors, auctioneers and the general public as well, albeit with some
minor tweaks when needed.

Besides having a great item, your negotiating skills will be your most important keys to
getting top dollar. Negotiation is an art AND a science.

Before you get scared thinking you have to learn a new complicated set of skills, let me
assure you nearly all of the techniques already involve things you already know and
need to deal with daily as a member of society, you just need to tweak them a bit for the
sales process.

One point I really want to stress here is that it's crucial to realize that things other than
price that are negotiable. So often we are programmed to think that getting a higher or
lower price is the only function of good negotiation skills, when in fact there are many
other things just as important to consider.

Here are just a few that may apply to your situation.

• Auction commission percentages are negotiable especially when tied in with
different service levels.

• It may be possible to negotiate for the best display location in the auction hall.
• Time allocation is important. Ask if you can be assured that your lots will make it

up in the first hours. Assuring that your items hit the auction block at "prime
time" can make a big difference in how much your lot brings.

• You can negotiate for an advance at an auction house. If your lot is good
enough, many reputable auction houses will be happy to advance you some cash
up front against your consignments.

• You can negotiate terms of commission fee based on a sliding scale.
• Other points that can be negotiated are payment terms. If you don't need the

money up front you may be able to get a little more.
• If you're willing to consign the item instead of selling it outright, you'll usually

get more money.
• Simply ask if the price offered for your valuable is the best offer. You'll be

surprised at how many times the offer will be upped just because you asked this
one question. One thing is for sure, if you don't ask, you won't get.

Know What You Have
Again, we go back to knowing what you have in as much as that is possible.

Try to figure out what your prospect wants

For example, is she a collector that has every piece of Futura Roseville pottery except
the piece you've got? Asking questions strengthens your negotiating muscles.

Ask and know. That said, make sure you ask questions within reason and don't expect
transparent answers to every question. The prospect may want to keep some



information vested, but asking a fair amount of reasonable questions is one of the most
profitable things you can do in the early stages of the negotiating process.

Just Ask

You can dicker over price and terms of just about anything you can think of, but you'll
never be successful unless you ask directly for the sale.

If you close the deal too early on the terms already laid out, you may be missing out on
more money or benefits. Why not see what else you can get?

One great way of doing this without blowing the deal is to keep your negotiating phrases
in the form of questions.

This way if the answer is no, you can revert back to the original terms without friction.
For example you: "Ted, I appreciate your offer, $1,200 is reasonable starting point offer
for my grandfather clock, but I feel with a little more effort in the marketplace I can get
$1,600 for it. Are you willing to pay that if it means I can deliver it today?"

Let's look at the question above. You've asked for more money, but you've given the
perception of extra value by adding the phrase, "if I can give deliver it today".

So many times antiques dealers are told "I'll call you back" or "I'd like to think about it",
so it's extremely refreshing to hear "I can deliver this today". That phrase has value,
value that you created and wasn't there before you said it.

By the way, the phrase "I'll get back to you" is so often heard in the collectibles world
that we have a nickname for the people that use it. We call them bee-backs. There are
very few phrases one would rather hear than "I'll call you". Often a "no" is preferable to
this stalling tactic.

The "That Too" Close

Sometimes a dealer will indicate that your item may be worth a bit more but the offer
he's made is all his present budget will allow.

In that case, you may want to try this: "So Ted, you'd be willing to pay a bit more for
my clock, but your budget tells you $1,200 cash is all the money you can afford?"

Ted, "Yes, that's right."
You, "I can 'appreciate that, I know what' it like to work within a budget myself. I
noticed you have some very nice paperweights in your shop and my wife collects fine
paperweights. What if I said we'd have a deal if you pay $1,200 and include four of your
wonderful paperweights in the $100 range?".

This is a variation of what I call the "that too" close. You'd be amazed at how many
times this tactic works and how well it does.

It works so well in fact that I recommend you try it out even if you're not interested in
getting the extra items because it will often result in you getting your original asking
price. Here's how: let's say you're in Ted's shop, you really need to get $1,200 for your
clock and you know it's worth that price to a dealer. Instead of asking for $1,200 you
ask for $1,500 and $300 in merchandise that you don't really want, of course you don't
let Ted know that.



Now you have a much better advantage to get your price as Ted negotiates down. he'll
likely take out the $300 in requested merchandise or knock the price down a bit. Either
way, you win and could end up with more than you wanted in the first place. The "that
too" close is an excellent, often used technique and one of my favorites.

The trick to using it successfully is to display a genuine interest in the add-ons as well as
an interest in coming to terms. Of course, you don't want to get too greedy.

If your already at an agreement that's very fair, you may squash the deal by asking for
too much. Usually, however, if you overreach you can always come back to your original
price. This is because most antique dealers are used to haggling and are not easily
offended.

The "meet me in the middle"

This is the opposite of the "meet me at my end" close shown below. Simply put, offer to
meet in the middle of his price and your price. The indication here is that you are trying
to be agreeable and are only asking for the same on his part.

This close will work best to your advantage if you start out at higher asking price than
what you really need to get.

What most people don't realize about the "meet me in the middle" or the "split the
difference" tactic is that it's best for you if you let the other person make the offer to
split the difference first.

For example, let's say the dealer has offered $400 for your antique violin and you're
asking $500. The dealer then offers to split the difference at $450. Effectively they've
said they are willing to pay $450 so you can say, "you've just stated that you're willing
to pay $450". That brings us to $50 difference. Why don't we make it $475 and we'll
have a deal. By letting them make the first offer to meet in the middle, you get to do it
as well,(only seems fair) and get a chance to up price to $475.

Let's say instead, you make the offer to split the difference at $450, they are likely to
counter with $425. Do you see the value in letting the prospect make the offer to split
the difference?

"Meet me at my end"

This is a great tactic, but it takes a bit of thinking and skill. It's the opposite of the let's
meet in the middle philosophy. Let's look again at how the "meet in the middle" tactic
works.

Let's say the prospect offers you $1,000 for your item and you were looking for $1,500.
He likely to counter your offer with $1,250 offering to "meet you in the middle", implying
that he is trying to be very reasonable. At this point most sellers if they continue to
haggle at all, will go to the halfway mark between $1,250 and $1,500, at around
$1,350.

How to use the meet me at my end. Remember, your original asking price is $1,500.

Counter his counter offer of $1000 with $1,475 and when you do, keep a poker face
and notice his expression.

This tactic is useful for more than just getting the price upped. It will tell you a lot about
your buyer's negotiating strategy.



You've already got $1,000 on the table as an offer, by using the "meet me at my end"
close, you will stay closer to the higher price while still giving the appearance of being
willing to make the deal work. Another way to look it is, "give an inch at a time".

You should know that the average dealer will offer about 60-70% of what they are
willing to pay.

They do this because they expect people to haggle and if there's no serious haggling
back and forth, then it's a discount of 30-40% off of what they would have paid. Do you
want to just give away that money?

This is one technique that's good to practice if possible. If you can't find a partner to
role-play it through with, then at least run it by in your head a few times.

The Walk Away

With this tactic, when negotiations are stalled. Without saying anything start wrapping
up or packing your item, again, be careful to notice the reaction of the seller.

If there's surprise or mild panic on the seller's face, you can be reasonably sure there's
more money on the table.

If the seller displays nonchalance or resignation, he's probably made his best offer. If
that offer is one you can can live with, you can un-bluff, with a simple question.

"Is that your best offer? If he says yes, simply say, "well here it is, all packed up for
you".

Addressing Flaws and Imperfections in Your Item

Another thing you should know is that in many cases, when the buyer is picking out
flaws in the item for sale, this is a good indicator of interest, because no one spends a
lot of time picking on or analyzing something unless they are interested in it.

Here's another side of that coin. Let's say you know that the violin you have is fairly
valuable but it does have a some small nicks. Don't try to run away from the fact that it
has a few flaws, to the contrary, address them up front.

You've now taken away the dealer's right to keep harping on imperfections in order to
beat you down in price.

Silent Pressure

This is an incredibly important and effective negotiating tool, but like lots of worthwhile
things, it requires working outside of the comfort zone.

Want to get right to a direct answer? Ask a question and then keep quiet. There is
nothing like the silence that follows a direct question to force a response.

So often after a closing question, the seller will keep talking in order to avoid discomfort.
When this happens, you're giving the prospect an opportunity to stall, stalling is bad for
the sales process.



Make your pitch as best you can, then ask bluntly "will you pay $500 for this violin?"
Now your job is to keep it zipped. Say nothing and listen very closely, watching for body
language.

Any good salesman can work with a "no", a no can can be turned into a yes, or prices
can be tweaked.

The hardest thing of all to work with when negotiating is a non-answer, and
non-answers are what you will if you keep on talking right after you ask for the sale!

Ask for the sale then keep quiet, I can't stress this enough.

Shock and Astonishment

This is a great tool to use if you have the ability to pull it off. When an offer is made for
your item, no matter how high or low the offer is try feigning complete and utter
surprise.

Hold your hand over your heart in a mock heart attack as if shocked at the low offer. If
this is really an offer on which the prospect will go a lot higher on, this tactic will get
them to their best offer in short order.

The key to using this tactic is adding the right amount of humor to your display of
surprise so as not to offend. This technique is best used to feel your way when you're
not sure on the value of the items, or when your not sure how high the dealer may go.
Think of it as a way to test the water. It's also a good ice breaker.

The Partner Close

This can be used when you think the prospect may be afraid of losing the deal. To use it,
say something like, "to sell it at that price, I'd have to get the okay with my wife/
partner".

What you've done is left the door open to accept the offer, but have let them know that
the offer is not good enough to make the deal at that time. If you're counterpart has a
better offer in mind, they will put it on the table at this point.

The key phrase to use with this close is "to sell it at that price". In other words, for a
better price you can make the decision yourself, but it's important to let your buyer
know that you DO have the ability to make the decision if he makes an offer you like

Adding to the Deal

You may have something of value can offer to up the price. For example, delivery,
documentation, provenance, references and publicity are all things that could sway a
deal. Often times all a deal needs is just a little nudge.

Keep some of these "in your pocket" early in the negotiation so that you can pull them
out later. They won't be considered much of a bonus if you threw them in up front.

What Not to Say

Here are some statements that can wound or kill a deal:

If you say "well I was told it was worth this. I saw it on the Antiques Road Show..My
mother was offered ten years ago," etc., all these tired old phrases immediately mark
you as being naive about your items.



Proclaiming expertise when you actually have very little is a rookie mistake and any
other offers you've received are irrelevant to the issue at hand, so don't bring them up.

Most of the time, an experienced dealer knows at fist glance what your item is worth
and what he is willing to pay for it. From there on it's all a matter of negotiating, so it's
much better to hone your haggling skills than to use a bunch of tired rhetoric and
overused cliches.

If you say, "I'm just shopping around for prices, I'll be back or let me think about it",
it's likely that the conversation will end there. These are all indications that you are a
time waster.

Another thing dealers hear all too often is something to the effect of, "I have more at
home or if you treat me good with this I'll bring my rare American Flyer train set".

This is baiting, something again that we've heard a million times by inexperienced
negotiators.

If you really do have more to show, mention it after the deal is done or wait for the
dealer to ask if you have anything else. It will hold more weight if he asks, and you can
think of ways to get the him to ask, can't you?

Respect Business

I just about trying to bait a dealer with the promise of bringing in more items for them
to make an offer on later if they buy something presenting at the moment.

This is a tactic too often used by most insincere sellers who are just trying to bait the
prospect. It's very over-used and easy to see through. However, if you really do have a
lot of times and you really do want to sell them, then by all means state this in a sincere
and genuine manner.

In this case, it may help you sell the item you working on at the moment, if you present
he possibility of future business in a believable and tasteful manner. You may want to
bring with you pictures or proof that you do have the other cache. An important thing to
remember here is to make sure you don't take the focus off of the item at hand.

Pricing and Selling individual items in collections

Most prospects would expect a discount when buying in volume. Volume buying ranges
vary greatly in the antiques and collectibles market, much more so than in the newly
manufactured items marketplace.

For example, if a dealer offers $100 for a piece of Roseville Pottery, they may offer only
$300 for a corner of a room that has several pieces of Roseville and many other items.

The reason for this is that. unlike manufactured items there is no catalog price to
reference so there is much speculation in value perception. Also, the other items in the
lot may be vastly different in value, condition, type and saleability than the pieces of
Roseville Pottery.

If you're offering a lot of items if at all possible, it's best to get individual prices on as
many items as you can and THEN offer discount based on those prices.

To sell lots, try to isolate the prices for each item. But what do you do if a dealer balks at
giving you individual prices for your collection, as many will? After all, this is somewhat



of a chess game and many people will want to keep as much information as vested as
possible.

Don't always expect them to tell you what they think are the most valuable things in the
lot. Luckily there's a back door way to find out what they place the highest value on,
here it is. Get them to give you a price on the lot and ask how much they would offer if
you took certain item out of the mix.

You'll soon find what they place significant value on. You may need to use some tact
here, this is a frustrating thing for dealers to have to do, but if they really want the lot,
they will give you prices based on your tweaks.

If it's a lot they only have mild interest in, there's a chance they'll walk away if you insist
on using this technique. This is one of the many scenarios where it pays to know as
much about what you have as possible.

Setting a Time Limit

If you stress from onset that you only have a certain amount of time to negotiate this
transaction there's a good chance they'll get to their best offer pronto. If you're offering
a significant volume of items for sale, make sure there's adequate time to inspect the
lot.

In sizable lots, the amount of time the purchaser has to remove them can greatly affect
the value. By giving them storage of the lot and plenty of time to move it you'll generally
be able to get more.

In a case such as this, a dealer will often want to take some of the more valuable pieces.
Make sure they've paid for the entire lot before they take anything! Some
unscrupulous dealers will ask to leave a small deposit, saying they'll only take a couple
of things. Then they the few most valuable things after leaving a pittance of a deposit,
and never come back to pay you for the rest. This is an old trick, don't fall for it.

Where you Sell
Usually, if you sell on your turf you have leverage, if you're bringing the item to the
buyer's shop they have leverage. One of the reasons you want them to come to you if
possible is that they will have a bigger investment of their time & gas and everyone
wants to get something out of an investment.

The Guarantee

Although this is not needed for experienced dealers, it maybe beneficial to offer a
guarantee of authenticity or appraisal of the item to some buyers. To hold any weight it
should be in writing. This is an excellent way to make novice collectors more secure of
their purchase. Of course, you really need to be sure of what you have when you offer
those.

Other tips

• Without being condescending, compliment the dealer in their taste, shop,
knowledge etc. This is just common sense applied to human nature.

• Remember their name and use it a few times in the conversation.
• If you have other good options to sell your item, let them know that you know

this is a polite way, but that you want to sell to them if at all possible.
• If you're approaching a shop owner, take one of their business cards if they're on

display and make sure they see you do this.
• When trying to sell to a shop owner, always yield to store customers who are

making a purchase.



• Don't mention how much your item sold for on eBay or somewhere else. All this
will do is raise the prospect's defenses. No one wants to feel they have to
compete with the rest of the world to buy your item. In fact, if may be best to
have them believe they are the center of the universe.

• Never try to up the price after you've agreed to sell at a certain price, the time
to do this is before you reach the final price. This is an unseemly and can kill a
deal quick.

• Never ask for their competitors contact info, unless they themselves are not
interested in what you have at any price.

• Here's a neat little trick and a good way to find out how much your prospect
really knows about the items you're offering. This requires a little knowledge on
your side though. If the buyer claims to know very little about the collection
you're presenting to them, reference a few of the items by common "trade
names". For example, ask them if they got a close look at the "lithographs" in
the lot and they walk over to the Currier & Ives prints, you can be sure that they
know their stuff. An inexperienced person would know those as prints or
pictures, but rest assured, somebody that knows the term "lithograph" is no
newbie. Don't let you've found them out, just make a mental note. You're
interest here is to find out what they know, not embarrass them or let them
know you're onto their tricks.

• Just being friendly can help a lot.
• Frequent my website Auctionwally.com for fresh tips, appraisals and articles on

antiques, valuables and how to sell them, don't forget to ask questions or advice
in the comments section.

• Attend an auction this week to get an idea for what's in demand and to see how
the fascinating valuables market really works!

Summary:

• Everything is negotiable, not just prices.
• Know your prospects needs, wants and weaknesses whenever possible.
• Ask and you shall receive.
• Become familiar with the types of closes and negotiating tactics.
• Frequent my web site and others for valuable information.

Thanks so much for purchasing my eBook, I hope you're happy enough with it to
recommend a friend.

Click here to sponsor unlimited free downloads of
this eBook
Walt Kolenda aka AuctionWally

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------

Resources

Below is a listing of the most resourceful websites and tools I use. They are all
free.

http://auctionwally.com/news/2009/9/16/important-ebook-now-free-selling-your-valuables.html
http://auctionwally.com/news/2009/9/16/important-ebook-now-free-selling-your-valuables.html


For an unique, fresh outlook on Online marketing education, see my friend, John
Lawson, his exciting brand of "edu-tainment" will have you bookmarking his site and re-
visiting it often. Don't expect candy coated information, here, John calls em as he sees
them, and is not afraid to say so. He offers valuable insight and lots of free business
education help.

LearntosellonBonanzle.com This is the #1 tutorial site for learning how to sell on
Bonanzle. Phadra, the webmistress is the official Bonazle social network guru and
probably the platform's foremost trainer. Save time and money, learn go to LTSB to
learn the best shortcuts, tips, and to network with one of the best! Phaedra has been on
Bonanzle since the beginning and has over 10,000 posts on the forum board there
helping newbies getting started and adding value to the conversation.

http://Auctionwally.com - That's right, believe it or not, I use my own site to refer to
more than any other source on the Internet. At the time of my writing this, there are
over 900 self written antiques appraisals and articles which I've self written. With no
sign-up required and all the archived appraisals completely free to view, there is no
other site like it. I enter on the average 10 appraisals or articles per week!

Ask Wally: This is a section of my site where you can go to ask almost any question
about an antique, collectible, aucitons, ecommerce etc. The only thing you can't ask is a
monetary evaluation of an item, as I have a fee base appraisal service for that purpose.

http://AuctionWallys.com - Just add an "s" to Auctionwally to get to my store. Here
you'll find all my services and products in one place.

http://Auctionwally.ning.com aka, The AuctionWally Network. This is my own online
social network of dealers, collectors etc. Here you can ask questions, start a discussion,
post your events or items for sale and more.

http://Auctionbytes.com - The latest news for online merchants. This is the #1 emag for
those in the business, or those looking to break in.

The AuctionWally Show = The AuctionWally Show, my weekly online radio show.
Bbuying and selling tips, live interviews and more.

http://Auctionzip.com - The largest online directory of live U.S. auctions. Want to find
an auction in yoiur area? Just enter the zipcode and hit the search button and auctionzip
will find it for you fast!

http://Auctioncommunity.com - This is a grea forum board for the auction industry, but
you don't have to be in the auction business to use it.

http://answers.yahoo.com - I use this site a lot, mostly I go there to answer questions
about antiques so folks will link back to my page. You can ask almost anything here.

http://Auctiva.com - The best set of tools for selling on eBay that I've ever found.

http://Bonanzle.com - This is a fairly new selling platform on which you can chat with
buyers and sellers in realtime. It's the only site other than eBay and Amazon where I've
had luck selling.

http://EveryplaceIsell.com - A site where you can find sellers everywhere they sell. Not
everyone is using it yet, but it's growing.

http://iTaggit.com - Create a detailed online inventory. Keep an organized online
catalog of your valuables complete with photos, videos, links, and documents.

http://www.colderice.com/
http://www.colderice.com/
http://LearntosellonBonanzle.com
http://auctionwally.com/
http://auctionwally.com/ask
http://auctionwallys.com/
http://auctionwally.ning.com/
http://auctionbytes.com/
http://www.auctionwally.com/show/
http://auctionzip.com/
http://auctioncommunity.com/
http://answers.yahoo.com/
http://auctiva.com/
http://bonanzle.com/
http://everyplaceisell.com/
http://itaggit.com/


http://Kijiji.com - Free local online classifieds, much like Craigslist.

http://Sothebys.com - The World's most know auction house. Only plan to consign very
valuable items to Sothebys. Here's a link that will bring you to a page that explains how
to sell through Sotheby's: http://sothebys.com/help/buying_selling.html

Thanks again,

You can find me at:

wkolenda@gmail.com
978-636-3101

http://twitter.com/auctionwally

Copyright 2009
Walt Kolenda

P.S. Don't forget, you are free to give this book away, you are even allowed FREE RE-
SELL rights with the following condition: You many not alter it in any way.

That's right, you may take this eBook and sell it anywhere you please, for any price you
want, but you may NOT change anything in it.

Thank you again, see the philosophy behind
sponsorship of this eBook

http://kijiji.com/
http://sothebys.com/
http://sothebys.com/help/buying_selling.html
mailto:wkolenda@gmail.com
http://twitter.com/auctionwally
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